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Book by Bohr, David

GREAT SELLER- HORRIBLE BOOK- needed it for classes. Rating is only 5 stars since I don't want

to hurt the rating of the seller who was great to deal with- I highly recommend the seller. Otherwise it

would have been less than one star if possible.The author, Bohr, has no clue and disparages what

he doesn't understand as far as the pre-Vat II Thomistic manualists. Here is a great article that

explains why Bohr's position is boorish.

http://edwardfeser.blogspot.com/2010/03/scholastics-bookshelf-part-iii.htmlOne questions if Bohr

ever read some of the works he criticizes and understood them.You can't really critique something

you do not understand. Setting up a strawman to attack and giving it the name of your opponent

isn't an intellectual engagement. Its just preening one's vanity and trying to impress others by

attacking the reputation of others by refusing to engage in their thought. Aside from that aspect he

has no clue on other basic issues of church history and the development of doctrine but that alone

is enough to indicate his level of scholarship on the issue of moral theology. Having said that the

professor of the class is nice- I'm just not a fan of the fallacious arguments presented in Bohr's

book. This is not intended to be a personal attack on the author but only on some of the positions he

puts forth in the book which are deficient.



The author, rector of Pius X Seminary in Dalton, Pennsylvania, and teacher of Moral Theology at

the University of Scranton, intends to give an introduction into Catholic Moral Theology as it

presents itself today in relation to the richness of Tradition. He lays fundament not in impersonal

laws but in the loving relation of the redeemed person in Christ towards the Holy Trinity and the

Body of Christ, the Church. David Bohr pleads for a rediscovery of symbolic consciousness in

prayer and worship, and also in theological thinking and research. This also seems to be the best

way for an approach to Scripture and Tradition, under the guidance of the Magisterium of the

Church. Such moral theology is integrating all the right insights of theological thinkers, whatever

theological directions they represent, for: "No one of us totally comprehends the truth, but we can all

aid one another in coming to understand it more fully." (Preface, p. 17). The book consists of three

main parts: After an analysis of "Beginnings and Background" (pp. 41-78: with "Biblical

Foundations" and "Historical Perspectives"), there follows an investigation on "Fundamental

Elements" of Moral Theology (pp. 79-234), and it concludes with "Special Questions" (pp. 235-360).

Such fundamental elements are a view on "Christian Anthropology: The person 'In Christ'",

"Conversion" and "Discipleship: Faith-Response in Love and Hope", "The Law of Christ",

"Conscience and Its Formation", and at last, "Virtue, Sin, and the Human Act: Living As a

Responsible Person". Special questions are dealt with exemplary and concern "Sexual Ethics",

"Bioethics" and "Catholic Social Teaching". In a interesting approach this useful work proves itself

as a help for those who begin their studies as "for the expert seeking an overview of the Church's

moral teaching" (Foreword, 14).
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